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MIAMI’S UNRESTED SATIRE

Content warning: This satirical article 
makes jokes about suicide which some 
readers may find insensitive or disturbing. 
Dark humor ought to bring important 
issues to light, but if it trivializes serious 
subjects, then it’s no laughing matter. 
Know the signs, seek help, and take care.


Stress Less Week (April 3–8) is laudably 
the one week a year when students are 
allowed to focus on their own well-being, 
but the suicide prevention team sponsoring 
the week-long campaign is struggling with 
issues of their own—competition.


The Armstrong Student Center’s 
professional headshot booth has seen a 
surge in the rate of uses in the past month 
as students search for internships, entry-
level jobs, and reasons to keep going.


The Center for Career Exploration and 
Disease Control markets the professional 
headshot booth as “a free, convenient, 
touchless resource to assist students in 
realizing their [lack of] potential and 
encourage them to aim higher.”


No appointment is required to drop in and 
drop dead; the agonizing five-to-ten-minute 
process provides headshots instantly.


Alternatively—because other solutions are 
always available in a crisis—students can 
choose to prioritize their mental health 
over their career success by participating 
in stress-less activities and learning about 
suicide prevention as a campus community.

Content warning: This satirical article 
persecutes Christians. While we’re at it: 
Ramadan Mubarak.


The Miami RedHawks have controversially 
updated participation policies to exclude 
born-again student-athletes from all sports.


“Christians shall be cut off from 
participating in sports,” Miami RedHawks 
staff engraved on a stone tablet.


Miamians have already expressed outrage, 
quarreling over disputable matters online.


“All student-athletes are equal in the eyes 
of the NCAA,” a hopeful parent posted. 
“Our children should be not afraid to 
participate in sports.”


However, others took a parochial stance, 
arguing in favor of secular sports.


“Philippians 4:13 and Isaiah 41:10 prove 
that [God]* strengthens student-athletes, 
and that’s a unfair advantage,” an alumnus 
commented. “It should be a level playing 
field on earth; not as it is in heaven.”


Non-discrimination policies would 
normally protect student-athletes from 
discrimination, but the recently signed 
“Don’t Say Pray” bill, which bars players 
from prayers, overwrites the old covenant.


The good news: most agree that something 
needs to change, and soon. 


*God has refused to comment.

The National Suicide Prevention Lifeline: 1-800-273-8255

@hateanddishonor on instagram

SUICIDE PREVENTION 
TEAM CONDEMNS DROP-
IN HEADSHOT BOOTH

CHRISTIAN ATHLETES 
BANNED FOR UNFAIR 
STRENGTH FROM GOD



Recycle our jokes.

FRIENDSHIP TREE AXED 
FOR RACIST TWEETS

ACADEMIC QUAD — Passersby will not 
notice or care that a tree is missing, but it 
is missing (because it was racist).


The Friendship Tree, a long-standing 
landmark on campus, was felled shortly 
after it was revealed that the birds nesting 
in its branches tweeted racist epithets.*


Friend groups are split on the controversy: 
one side is worried about the rise in cancel 
culture while the other side thinks racism 
is wrong and should have consequences.


“Walking around the trees is necessary to 
make progress [on the sidewalk],” some 
performative hipster told anyone who 
would listen. “But there’s no nuance if we 
just keep beating around the bush.”


The Friendship Tree was later publicly — 
and painfully — executed by chainsaw.


Despite recent controversy, its comedy 
special is still available on all streaming 
services.


*Local squirrels have refused to comment.

Plan for showers throughout the week; 
please, take soap instead of an umbrella. 
Anticipate feeling a little under the weather. 
Me? I liked the weather before it was cool. 
The Fog is coming. The Fog is coming.

The Weather

Hate & Dishonor is what you’re looking at 
right now. Our staff of infinite monkeys 
fabricates weekly spoofs and stuff for your 
guilty pleasure. Remember us whenever 
you feel the need — the need to read.


For relationship advice, free-range poetry, 
or letters of condemnation, contact 
hateanddishonor@gmail.com.

YOU LOOK NICE TODAY

Fall 2022 class registration starts this 
week, and this is what register-ers have to 
say about the process:


“There are nine holds on my account; 
they’re holding my family hostage, too.”


“I caught my academic advisor cheating on 
me with over a dozen undergraduates.”


“Huh, I guess this is it.”


“None of the courses I need even exist.”


“Wait, the pig was the pilot?”


Remember: check your time ticket online 
and then sleep through your alarm(s).

REGISTRATION GOES 
WORRY-FREE, PIG FLIES 
OUT OF OXD AIRPORT

Miami University plans to innovate campus 
dining services and experiences with the 
help of an ethical megacorporation, 
Aramark.


The Fall 2022 semester will bring more 
menu options, mobile pick-up orders, and 
mand-made horrors beyond our 
comprehension.


Self-operating features of the dining 
program include delivery robots, food 
lockers, and mechanical hounds to 
neutralize electric scooter riders.


Though some are concerned about layoffs, 
the staff seems fine with the transition.


“I love my job,” a self-service kiosk told 
our journalists. “Please remove card.”


On-campus omnivores should look forward 
to alternative sources of nourishment such 
as maggot loaf, dehydrated celery, and 
“Cincinnati-style slop.”

campus dining to 
improve, self-service 
KIOSK TELLS ALL


